Afternoon Tea Menu: Easy Or Elaborate
What time is traditional for afternoon tea?
What’s on the menu for afternoon tea? You have several options, whether you are
preparing afternoon tea at home for friends or seeking an afternoon outing. Of course,
each of these menu options includes a pot of your favorite hot tea.
There are three basic types of afternoon tea menus:
Light tea: A light tea consists of tea and scones (without the clotted cream), along with
some sweets such as cookies or candies.
Cream tea: A cream tea consists of tea and scones served with jam and clotted cream.
Full tea: A full afternoon tea includes a selection of savory treats such as tea
sandwiches, in addition to scones (sometimes served with jam and cream), and sweet
treats such as cookies and tea cakes. And of course you will have a pot of your favorite
tea.
Afternoon tea can refer to any tea break taken in the afternoon. The traditional
afternoon tea time in England is four or five o’clock. Most tea rooms, hotels, or other
places that serve afternoon tea do so from three to five o’clock.

Freeze Your Scones: Timesaving Tip For Busy Bakers
Can I freeze scones before baking?
If scones are part of your definition of afternoon tea, but you are pressed for time,
don’t despair: You can make scones ahead of time and freeze them for later use.
-Freeze before baking: To freeze unbaked scones, form the scone dough into circles or
wedges and place them on a cookie sheet. Place the cookie sheet (uncovered) in the
freezer for about an hour. When the dough has frozen solid, place the scones in a
resealable freezer bag or other freezer container. When you are ready to bake the
scones, remove as many as you want and place them on a cookie sheet to thaw for
only as long as it takes the oven to preheat. Follow the standard baking instructions,
but add 2-5 minutes to the baking time.
-Freeze after baking: To freeze baked scones, allow them to cool completely then wrap
them airtight in plastic wrap and place in a freezerproof resealable bag or other freezer
container. When you are ready to use them, allow them to thaw (still wrapped) then
unwrap the scones, place them on a baking sheet, and bake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit
for 8 to 10 minutes.
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High Tea’s History
What is the history of high tea?
Many people use the terms “high tea” and “afternoon tea” interchangeably, but in fact
they are two different occasions.
High tea, at least in England, originated as a heavier meal eaten around 6:00 p.m. that
replaced dinner. It is also referred to as “meat tea” because it can include a meat main
course. Many tea rooms in the United States consider a high tea to be an expanded,
fancier version of an afternoon tea that includes more types of pastries, tea cakes, and
tea sandwiches, while in some places a “high tea” or just the term “tea” remains
synonymous with a larger evening meal.
The term “high tea” refers to the fact that high tea was originally a meal eaten at a
standard dining table with place settings.
By contrast, afternoon tea is sometimes called “low tea,” because afternoon tea (at
least among the upper class in England) was often taken in a sitting room at a low
table (similar to a coffee table) rather than a formal dining (“high”) table.
But whether your high tea involves a meat course or a more diverse collection of
teatime treats, enjoy them with your favorite tea.

What’s On The Menu For High Tea
What foods are included in a high tea menu?
Although a high tea in England and other places may refer to a dinner menu vs. a lateafternoon collection of sandwiches and cakes, many tea rooms and hotels offer a high
tea menu in the late afternoon that is more snack than dinner, but includes three
distinct courses:
-Savory: The savory course in a high tea or full afternoon tea is likely to include small
tea sandwiches made with cucumber, cheese, salmon, or any other savory flavors.
-Scones: When scones are part of a high tea menu, they are often served with jam and
clotted cream.
-Sweets: This is the “dessert course” of a full tea and it is likely to include dessert
items such as cookies, shortbread, and petit fours or other small cakes.
A high tea dinner menu may include salads, hot main dishes, pot pies, sliced meats,
and cold chicken, as well as a collection of breads and sweet items such as custard,
cakes, and fruit. Be sure to check the menu if you are going out for “high tea” so you
know what type of meal to expect.
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Try These Popular British Teas In Your Afternoon Tea Menu
What are some popular afternoon teas in England?
When the term “high tea” is used to describe a full afternoon tea, the description of a
high tea menu will include savory items such as cucumber sandwiches, followed by
scones with jam, and then tea cakes, cookies, and other sweets.
There is no one particular tea that is served as part of a high tea. If you are hosting an
afternoon tea, you may serve any type of tea that you choose. If you are having tea at a
tea room or hotel, your choices may likely include these teas, which are popular as part
of a traditional afternoon tea in Britain:
-Assam: This tea from India has a malty flavor.
-Darjeeling: Another Indian tea, with a more astringent flavor and a hint of almond.
-Earl Grey: This tea is a blend of different black teas, scented with bergamot oil for a
distinctive licorice flavor.
-Lapsang Souchong: This Chinese tea has a distinctive smoky flavor because it is dried
over smoking pine needles.

The Origin Of Afternoon Tea
What is the origin of afternoon tea?
Many people associate the origin of afternoon tea with England, but some evidence
suggests that the custom of drinking tea regularly may have started in France.
According to the newsletter teamuse.com, tea was becoming popular among the
French aristocracy in the early 17th century about 20 years before it became popular in
England.
Even before scientific studies, people believed in the health benefits of tea. Letters
from French and English aristocrats tout the benefits of drinking dozens of cups of tea
daily (although the cups may have been smaller than the oversized mugs and teacups
that we use today).
The exact origin of afternoon tea in England is uncertain, but one story suggests that a
British lady-in-waiting to Queen Victoria decided that she needed a pick-me-up to get
through the long afternoon before a late dinner at 7 p.m. She asked her servants to
bring her tea and bread around 4:00 p.m. and then she started inviting friends to join
her for bread and butter, small cakes, and hot tea, and afternoon tea as we know it
became as much about socializing as about refreshment.
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